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Morocco is a country that is 
overflowing with beautiful 
cultures influenced by its 
neighbouring countries. At 
times Moroccan interiors can 
equal an imaginative blend of 
African, Arab and Mediterranean 
influences. Moroccan architecture 
and design is known for its 
bold arches, domes, ornamental 
tiling, and exciting colours. It’s 
all balancing natural hues with 
exotic colours, and in this case, 
we have selected more natural 

and muted toned 
pieces that you 
can add to your 
existing interior 
seamlessly. 

Low seating 
is profound in 
Moroccan interiors, 
much like this Jiho 
Floor Cushion from 
Freedom Furniture 
in a hue like Resene 
Raindance. Or this 
Moroccan-inspired 
leather bench seat 
by Barefoot Gypsy is 
perfect for the foot of the 
bed. Combining a natural 
brown leather in a colour 

like Resene Moccasin and 
untreated wood is another 
nod to Moroccan design. 

Upholstery can be wildly 
patterned, soft natural tones, 
textured or all of the above. 
Mix them together or pull 
them apart for a more pared 

down approach. We love the 
simplicity of the Ortona cushion 
by Freedom Furniture which 
pairs a natural-esque fibre, close 
to Resene Moonlight, with the 
frayed texture to add depth to 
any room. Another great example 
of pairing an interesting texture 
with muted tones like Resene 
Yuma is this beaded chandelier 
by Raja Homeware. Utilising 
this natural look makes guests 
calm and comfortable, while this 
structure is minimal compared 
to most Moroccan designs, it 
is very effective 
in hallways or 
dining quarters. 

Moving 
into decor, 
blues, greens and 
terracotta hues like 
Resene Jailbreak are 
popular Moroccan 
colourways. Like this 
bisque fired terracotta 
floor vase from West 
Elm, which could host 
a large plant or arrange 
multiple cleverly spread 
across a large space or placed in 
corners. 

While exotic tiling is what 
Moroccan design is most known 
for, it can be hard to partner this 
aesthetic with an existing interior. 
An introductory step in this 
direction is using objects which 
feature a tiling-effect design 
like the Jasmine side table from 
OZ Design. Its monochromatic 
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palette, using a colour like Resene 
Nero, is easy on the eye and well-
balanced with other colours in 
the room. Its hero tiling pattern 
is paired with the arched leg 
design Morocco is famous for. 
Transform your interior with a 
little touch of Morocco. l
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